Sir,

I read with great interest the recent case report regarding the serious yet under-recognized acute phenomenon of transfusion associated circulatory overload (TACO).\[[@ref1]\]

Paramount to the appropriate identification of TACO is the awareness of common precipitants to this transfusion reaction. While rapid and large volume infusions have been thought to precipitate TACO, relatively small volume transfusions (1-2 units) are sufficient to evoke a reaction.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\]

What poses a great diagnostic challenge is differentiating a cardiogenic etiology (TACO), to that of permeability pulmonary edema (transfusion-related acute lung injury \[TRALI\]). This distinction is made, especially difficult since the two conditions present similarly and may coexist.

The case report\[[@ref1]\] briefly mentions the notion of B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) testing in order to differentiate between TACO and TRALI. BNP is a cardiac neurohormone specifically secreted from the ventricles in response to volume expansion and pressure overload. Brain natriuretic peptide is elevated in TACO (\<250 pg/mL) and is itself a sensitive and specific indicator of cardiogenic pulmonary symptoms. Moreover, a post- to pre-transfusion ratio of 1.5 was found to be indicative of TACO, with a sensitivity of 81% and a specificity of 89%, respectively.\[[@ref3]\] This presents as a simple and noninvasive clinical test to diagnose or exclude cardiogenic pulmonary edema (TACO) after transfusion.

There is, however, no sole feature that distinguishes TACO from TRALI. TRALI is a diagnosis of exclusion, and requires a multi-faceted approach consisting of a thorough clinical profile to include the patient\'s fluid and cardiac status, appropriately indicated chest X-ray and pulmonary wedge pressure measurements, and possibly the inclusion of the measurement of BNP.

However, possible biological variability in BNP levels\[[@ref4]\] may warrant further studies on the efficacy of BNP in TACO diagnosis. Moreover, the feasibility of BNP measurement both before and after a transfusion may be questioned. It may be worthwhile, nonetheless, to measure BNP levels in susceptible populations of patients undergoing blood product transfusion, namely patients at the extremes of age or who are severely anemic.\[[@ref2][@ref5]\]
